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                   CONNECTING AS A COLLECTIVE COMMUNITY:  

                 BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS’ 

                     SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING RE-ENTRY PLAN FOR SCHOOLS 

 

 

 

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines community as the people with common interests living in a 

particular area; a group of people with a common characteristic or interest living together within a 

larger society; a social state or condition. Collective is defined as denoting a number of persons or things 

considered one group; involving all group members as distinct from its individuals; characterized by 

collectivism (i.e., emphasis on collective rather than individual action or identity).  

Whereas communities use individuals to create something bigger than themselves, collectives are 

structures designed to afford individual agency. When we connect as a collective community, we elevate 

and enable a sense of individual agency, reduce or eliminate barriers, and function in support of the 

expression of multiple, even conflicting identities across a wide range of individuals.  

The return to school this year will be unlike any other in our history and will be emotionally charged for 

students and adults. This moment will call on all of us to deepen our social and emotional competencies, 

build relationships, and create equitable learning environments where all Baltimore County Public School 

(BCPS) students and adults process, connect, and thrive.  

To connect as a collective community, we need to prioritize safe, supportive, culturally sustaining, and 

equitable learning environments that promote the social and emotional competencies of both students 

and adults. This requires that we focus on addressing social injustice, systemic and institutional racism, 

relationship-building and authentic partnerships that honor all school community members’ voices and 

experiences. It calls on us to reflect on and interrupt the biases we carry as individuals and reinforce within 

our systems. Furthermore, it will mean creating spaces for those underserved by paying attention to 

factors such as historical experiences with and perceptions of safety, language barriers, time and 

scheduling demands, and multiple social networks. To truly meet the needs of students and caregivers, 

we will need to think about teaching and learning in expanded, innovative, and anti-bias, anti-racist ways 

(CASEL, 2020). 

Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) defines social-emotional learning (SEL) 

as the process through which children and adults acquire and effectively apply 

the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to understand and manage 

emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, 

establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions. 

 

What Do We Mean by Collective Community? 

 

What Do We Mean by Social-Emotional Learning? 
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This Social-Emotional Learning and Supports Re-Entry Plan for Schools is in alignment with BCPS 
priorities and whole child approaches and focuses on the social emotional well-being of the entire 
school community.  
 
The 30-day SEL plan is divided into weeks and outlines goals, outcomes, administrator actions, staff 
actions and student actions. A description for each column is provided below.  

Goals 
Activities outlined in the plan are designed to support one or all of the following goals: 

 support the safety and wellbeing of faculty, staff and students 

 build trust, connection and shared responsibility for safety and wellness of school community 

 cultivate a sense of belonging 

 establish safe, authentic, and positive relationships among and between school staff, students, 
and caregivers 

 prepare for academic engagement and social emotional development 

 measure student wellness to identify resiliency and determine emotional support/intervention 
needs 

 plan for equitable outcomes for all students through an integrated approach for Social, Emotional, 
and Academic Development (SEAD) 

 establish systems of supports and interventions for student success 
 
 
Resources to Support Activities 
Resources to support many of the activities in the plan can be found in the Schoology, Social Emotional 
Learning group. The access code for the Schoology group is Z3JK-J868-N3VT8.   
Additionally, the Department of Social-Emotional Supports (Office of School Climate and Office of 
Student Support Services) offers professional learning opportunities for individuals who wish to deepen 
their knowledge and skills in the area of social-emotional learning.  
 
 
 

 

Week 
 

Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions 

Student 
Actions 

 

Components of the BCPS’ 30-day SEL Plan 
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

Faculty and Staff 
Back on Duty 

1. Support the safety
and well-being of
faculty and staff.

2. Use data to
continuously
improve student
support.

3. Support adult
sense of self-
awareness and
self-management
skills to facilitate
the transition back
to face-to-
face/hybrid
learning.

School staff will feel: 

❏ Healthy

❏ Safe

❏ Engaged

❏ Supported

● Create a welcoming
activity incorporating
the 3 SEL Signature
Practices as a guide.
SEL playbook

● Demonstration of
implementation of 3
SEL Practices during
meetings to model
practices and
expectations for
school staff in
welcoming the return
of students.

● Create opportunities
for quick individual
staff check-ins with
school leaders.
Ensure any new staff
are paired with
existing staff
members to support
their welcome into
the community.

● Revisit outcomes of
professional learning
calendar and PLC
focus to align with
current school
community needs.

● Introduce/reintroduc
e the equity compass
and create space for

● Establish schedules
and routines for
service provision
through the 3 SEL
Signature Practices
that have been
embedded in
professional learning
on Conscious
Discipline,
Restorative Practices,
Mindfulness and
Mental Health
Services that includes
foundational
Courageous
Conversations around
Race (CCAR)
principles.

● Learn and review
BCPS COVID-19
health and safety
protocols; ask
questions and discuss
with administration.

● Create a phone tree
or something like it;
make sure each staff
person is connected
to at least one other
staff person (applies
to entire school

 N/A 
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

people to express 
where they are as it 
relates to present 
schooling 
expectations and the 
current pandemic. 

● Understand and
communicate the
COVID-19 health and
safety protocols.

● Create a phone tree
or something like it;
make sure each staff
person is connected
to at least one other
staff person (applies
to entire school
staff)—like a “buddy
system.”

● Regular
communication to all
staff about BCPS and
community services
and supports to
support mental
health and overall
wellness of
employees and their
family members.

● Establish regular
meetings with SST
Team to establish
processes for
reviewing student

staff)—like a “buddy 
system.” 

● Review and Reflect
on Trauma-Informed
practices that can be
implemented in the
classroom setting to
support all learners.

● Review MTSS model

(identifying which

interventions are

used in the

schoolhouse) and

process for referring

students needing

additional support via

student support

teams (SST).

● Identify students in
need of resources.

● Review procedures
for recording student
attendance in Focus.

● Consult with school
mental health service
providers to identify
strategies to address
BCPS SEL
competencies in the
virtual and/or face-to
face instructional
environment.

● Behavior Threat
Assessment Team
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

and family needs and 
planning as aligned to 
a tiered system of 
supports. 

● Develop some regular
mental health and
wellness routines and
rituals—celebrate
joyful moments,
events, etc.

● Allow space for
connection, listening,
and healing among all
leaders and staff in
the school building.
This may include
carving out time
during existing virtual
or in-person
meetings for staff to
process and share
their feelings, engage
in community-
building activities,
reflect on how they
can use their own
social and emotional
competencies to
support one another
and their students,
and create individual
plans for ongoing
self-care.

(BTAT) meet to 
identify strategies to 
support students who 
express harm to self, 
others, and/or 
property. 

● Faculty can review
the schoolwide
expectations and
teachers should be
encouraged to
determine what
those expectations
look like in their
classrooms; teachers
can think through
their routines and
procedures and how
they will teach them
to the students.

● Staff should consider
how they will
positively
acknowledge
students as well as
get to know their
students in order to
develop, improve,
and/or strengthen
relationships.
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

● Capture this moment
to identify new
opportunities.
Engage staff in
reflecting on what
they’ve learned from
the past few months
and how this
experience will shape
the coming years.

● Provide time for staff
to discuss with one
another: How have
disruptions to class
and school revealed
strengths in ourselves
and students? What
are some new ways
to facilitate learning?
Where may there be
disengagement and
inequity? How can
we better partner
with families?

● Offer ongoing
opportunities for
staff to collaborate
on ideas for how to
use this learning to
inform a collective
path forward.

● Ensure access to
mental health and
trauma supports for
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

adults.  Some adults 
in the building may 
be struggling with 
mental health issues, 
trauma, secondary 
traumatic stress, or 
“compassion 
fatigue.” Look for 
signs that adults 
might need more 
support and identify 
available resources. 

● Foster a culture of
staff self-care. For
example, ask all staff
to assess their
current self-care
needs and develop a
plan, including setting
realistic boundaries
around work. Engage
community partners
in providing selfcare
activities (e.g., yoga,
exercise, mindfulness

● Develop a plan to
address in a proactive
manner residency
issues created by the
pandemic.

● Develop a protocol
for gathering
information
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

regarding resources 
needed by students 
and families (non-
academic) 

● Promote, encourage,
and support the
importance of
healthy sleep habits.

● Identify staff (and
students) with pre-
existing health
conditions because
it's a particularly
vulnerable group and
targeted supports
and interventions are
needed to minimize
emotional distress.
Consider preventive
methods to protect
against poor mental
health.

● Assemble the
appropriate team to
review student
academic, social,
emotional, behavioral
data to determine
supports through a
multi-tiered lens.

● Identify Tier 1, Tier 2,
and Tier 3 level
supports in response
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

to anticipated 
student need. 

● Identify potential
additional supports
for students with
educational
disabilities.

● Identify existing
school-wide
initiatives to address
Social Emotional
Learning and assess
the need for adding
to what exists or
adding more to
address current
needs.

● Identify strategies to
support families who
demonstrate need
for additional
support.

● Conduct a needs
assessment to
determine what
topics around social-
emotional supports
staff feel would be
beneficial in order to
plan for PL.

● Contact community
mental health
partners who provide
school-based
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

therapeutic services 
to determine their 
current capacity and 
any new processes 
for referrals. 

Week 1 
Return of 
Students 

1. Support the safety
and wellbeing of
faculty, staff and
students.

2. Build trust,
connection and
shared
responsibility for
safety and
wellness of school
community.

3. Cultivate a sense
of belonging.

4. Use data to
continuously
improve student
support.

School staff and 
students will feel: 

❏ Healthy

❏ Safe

❏ Engaged

❏ Supported

● Utilizing community
building practices and
CCAR Compass Tool
and principles (3 SEL
Signature Practices)
for problem-solving
and information
sharing with staff
meetings. [Use of
DSES SEL calendars
for messaging and
reference SEL
activities to building
into instruction]

● Send communication
to staff and families,
framing the effort on
well-being.

● Establish shared
(staff/student)
expectation to
initiate a welcoming
environment that
fosters connections,
safety and
predictability in the
learning environment

● Implement daily
classroom circles
after daily schoolwide
announcement
(Decide beforehand
how this will look
with distancing and
Covid-19 protocol. Be
willing to use your
entire room/space,
possibly having
students standing.)

● Set up Classroom
Safe Spaces to
provide students with
a space to regulate
emotion. (add safe
space kit links)

● Identify a way for
students to cue the
adult that they need
a break and will be
using their tools at
their seat (i.e.,
putting the bag on
top of their desk).

● Begin to understand
school protocols.

● Begin to feel
comfortable sharing
feelings.

● Reconnect with
teachers, staff and
peers.

● Reengage with daily
school routines.

● Students will engage
in small groups to
participate in
community and
classroom virtual
circles to support a
connecting virtual
classroom
environment.

● Students will
demonstrate various
welcoming rituals
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

via daily messaging to 
students and staff.   

● Deliver a daily school-
wide announcement
that provides positive
messages and an
orientation to school
safety protocols.

● Conduct daily staff
meetings and/or
communication check
in with teachers to
determine which
teachers of record
may need additional
support.  This could
be school-wide or
through your
established buddy
system.

● Set up a Wellness
Center -- a space for
teachers/staff safe
space to manage
anxiety and
regenerate and self-
regulate.

● Create community
communication and
spaces for dialogue to
have relationships
established with
families.

● If your school has a
“Calming Room” in
the building. Establish
and share procedures
for how students
access the room will
need to be
determined or
revisited to ensure
safety protocols are
in place.

● Reference/Show

students how to

access the BCPS

Virtual Calming Room

● Establish mindfulness
moments and
purposeful brain
breaks, preferably
away from screen.

● Use of DSES SEL
calendars for
messaging and
reference SEL
activities to building
into instruction.

● Collaborative
planning using CCAR
and BCPS SEL 3
Signature Practices to
inform structures and
supports in
considerations
around the impact of

and engage in 
problem-solving 
circles with staff and 
administrators.   
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

● Survey students to
identify those
experiencing
residency issues
created by the
pandemic in a
proactive manner.

● Communicate
residency issues to
PPW for follow-up.

● Establish connections
with Community
Mental Health
providers.

● Determine the types
of data that will be
reviewed and how
frequently in order to
effectively assess and
meet the needs of
students (attendance,
discipline, teacher
referral, other
miscellaneous, etc.).

race and bias on 
instructional 
planning. 

● Conduct a quick,
online survey to you
and your students
learn about each
other and build
stronger classroom
relationships.

● Offer ways for
students to connect
and share with each
other, non-
academically.  Many
students have missed
face-to-face peer
interaction and will
be looking for
opportunities in any
way possible.

● Conduct one-on-one
chats with students
to build connections
and relational trust.
Include both virtual
and non-virtual
check-in with
students to increase
their sense of
connection.

● Identify students not
participating in either
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

virtual or in-person 
instruction. 

● Contact students and
families not engaging.

● Positively greet
students at the door
as they enter the
classroom and
provide brief
reminders of
routines/
expectations.

● Provide opportunities
for students to use
language throughout
the day in pairs, small
groups, and in whole-
class settings to
promote connection
and oral language
development.

● Maintain active bi-
directional
communication with
families during in-
person learning to
reduce the impact of
disruptions.

● Develop and
implement a virtual
“matrix” – applying
the schoolwide
expectations (Code of
Conduct) to the
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

virtual classroom 
setting. 

● (Re)teach
expectations in the
context of school-
wide routines at the
beginning of the year
and following each
period of disrupted
learning.

● Consistently prompt
and remind new and
difficult routines.

Week 2 
TBD 

(continue 
activities from 
week 1 as 
appropriate) 

1. Establish safe,
authentic, and
positive
relationships
among and
between school
staff, students,
and families

2. Establish a positive
school climate

3. Use data to
continuously
improve student
support.

School staff and 
students will feel: 

❏ Healthy

❏ Safe

❏ Engaged

❏ Supported

❏ Challenged

● Conduct grade level
team meetings.

● 1:1 faculty/staff
check-ins.

● Ongoing provision of
structures to
reinforce 3 SEL
Signature Practices,
CCAR Compass Tool
and principles and
problem-solving
during meetings that
is inclusive of
professional learning
to increase
confidence and
competence.

● Virtual class meeting
drop-ins to allow for

● Conduct informal
observation of
student interactions
with adults and
peers.

● Engage students and
staff through service
provision, coaching
and collaboration in
welcoming students
into the virtual
learning
environment,
engaging pedagogy
and optimistic
closure to honor next
steps in the learning
and equity journey
through embedding

● Engage in
opportunities to
connect with
teachers, staff and
peers

● Students will
demonstrate an
awareness and be
able to apply with
teacher/staff
prompting of
routines and
structures that will be
utilized in the
environment during
each classroom
lesson through
reflection in activities
(e.g. writing, drawing
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

participation and 
teacher feedback. 

● Informal roundtable
chats in the Wellness
Center.

● Establish and revisit
schoolwide
expectations (already
identified for virtual
learning) and
routines and
procedures aligned to
positive behavior
supports or PBS.

● Revisit procedures for
how adults respond
to student behavior
(I.e. define
challenging
behaviors,
differentiate between
classroom-managed
behaviors vs. office
managed behaviors,
procedures for
teachers calling for
adult support, etc.).

● Contact
parents/guardians to
discuss residency
concerns of identified
students.

● Send residency
letters to

in content activities 
during instruction. 

● Engage in 1:1 student
check-ins to build
connections

● Engage students in
decision-making to
co-construct
classroom
agreements and
routines.  Students
can make individual
commitments daily or
weekly and self-
assess.

● Staff will review the
structures for virtual
circles, problem-
solving and
welcoming rituals.

● Continued use of
Department of Social-
Emotional Supports
(DSES) SEL calendars
for messaging and
reference SEL
activities to build into
instruction.

● Collaborative
planning using CCAR
and BCPS SEL 3
Signature Practices to
inform structures and
supports in

a picture of the 
activities, word 
search, call a friend, 
office hours 
discussion, etc.) 

● SEL activities aligned
to DSES SEL calendars
observed.

● 3 SEL Signature
Practices should be
observable for
welcoming, engaging
pedagogy and
optimistic closure.

● Begin to form
connections and
friendships  and
strengthen those
they already have

● Practice decision-
making when
presented with
choices.

● Students will acquire
knowledge and
demonstrate an
understanding of the
“rules of the virtual
classroom” as it
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

parents/guardians to 
obtain residency 
documents. 

● Identify students not
participating
regularly in
instructional
program.

● Communicate lack of
engaged students to
pupil personnel
worker (PPW).

considerations 
around the impact of 
race and bias on 
instructional 
planning. 

● Outreach to parents
to show openness to
ongoing, respectful
communication.

relates to the school 
Code of Conduct. 

● Students
demonstrate the
expectations and
receive positive
reinforcers from the
adults, which can be
verbal, nonverbal, or
tangible.

● Students practice the
successful use of the
chill area, using
mindfulness
strategies, and/or
requesting support
when they need to
speak with an adult.

Week 3 
TBD 

(continue 
activities from 
week 1 & 2 as 
appropriate) 

1. Prepare for
academic
engagement and
social emotional
development

2. Measure student
wellness to
identify risks and
determine
emotional
support/interventi
on needs

School staff and 
students will feel: 

❏ Healthy

❏ Safe

❏ Engaged

❏ Supported

❏ Challenged

● Engage students and
staff through service
provision, coaching
and collaboration in
welcoming students
into the virtual
learning
environment,
engaging pedagogy
and optimistic
closure to honor next
steps in the learning
journey.

● Engage students and
staff through service
provision, coaching
and collaboration in
welcoming students
into the virtual
learning
environment,
engaging pedagogy
and optimistic
closure to honor next
steps in the learning
journey.

● Continued
engagement in school
and classroom
activities

● Students will be able
to apply with
teacher/staff
prompting of
routines and
structures that will be
utilized in the virtual
environment during
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

3. Use data to
continuously
improve student
support.

● Administer wellness
survey tool, assure
accessibility,
determine schedule,
and communicate
how results/findings
will be used to
support staff, student
and families.

● Identify roles and
responsibilities for
survey
administration, data
compilation and
sharing.

● Pull data on
attendance and
engagement and
reflect on trends with
leadership team.

● Reinforce
(consistent), shared
expectations and
engaging pedagogy
with commitments
for the next learning
session as evidenced
from joining virtual
class meetings.

● Ongoing provision of
structures to
reinforce 3 SEL
Signature Practices

● Continued use of
DSES SEL calendars
for messaging and
reference SEL
activities to building
into instruction.

● Consider establishing
virtual and face-to-
face classroom
meeting jobs for the
class (e.g.
timekeeper,
attendance recorder,
chat monitor, etc.) .
See the Conscious
Discipline one-pager
for ideas (link it here

● Staff will review
structures used in the
virtual setting and
discuss how they will
be modified for the
hybrid setting.

● Continue informal
observation of
student interactions.

● Note student
absences and
engagement.

● Note student
complaints of illness
to school nurse

each classroom 
lesson through 
reflection in activities 
(e.g. writing, drawing 
a picture of the 
activities, word 
search, call a friend, 
office hours 
discussion, etc.). 

● Students will
participate in open
dialogues around
expectations and
there will be an initial
observation of
students
demonstrating
welcoming and
optimistic closure
with some
independence.

● SEL activities aligned
to DSES SEL calendars
observed.

● 3 SEL Signature
Practices should be
observable for
welcoming, engaging
pedagogy and
optimistic closure.

● Students continue to
practice the
successful use of the
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

CCAR Compass Tool 
and principles and 
problem-solving 
during meetings that 
is inclusive of 
professional learning 
to increase 
confidence and 
competence. 

● Virtual class meeting
drop-ins to allow for
participation and
teacher feedback.

● Progress monitoring
meeting with small
cohorts of staff as
well as students to
engage in
understanding what
is going well and
what is a challenge in
the virtual
environment to take
back to the
leadership team.

● Behavior Threat
Assessment Team
(BTAT) meet to
discuss referral data
and identify
strategies of support
for students as
needed.

● Monitor ratio of
positive to corrective
feedback (maintain
or exceed a 5:1
positive to corrective
ratio) for each
student.

chill area, using 
mindfulness 
strategies, and/or 
requesting support 
when they need to 
speak with an adult. 

Week 4 
TBD 

(continue 
activities from 

1. Plan for equitable
outcomes for all
students through
an integrated
approach for
Social, Emotional,

School staff and 
students will feel: 

❏ Healthy

❏ Safe

❏ Engaged

❏ Supported

● Develop a coherent
plan for student
success focused on
intentional
instruction of social,

Through PLCs: 
● Plan for delivery of

lessons that provide
all students equitable
access to learning
experiences that

● Continued
engagement in school
and classroom
activities
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

week 1,2 and 3 
as appropriate) 

and Academic 
Development 
(SEAD) 

2. Establish systems
of supports and
interventions for
student success

3. Use data to
continuously
improve student
support.

❏ Challenged emotional and 
cognitive skills. 

● Continue to reinforce
(consistent), shared
expectations and
engaging pedagogy
with commitments
for the next learning
session as evidenced
from joining virtual
class meetings where
equity is foundational
and woven
throughout the
learning.

● Ongoing provision of
structures to
reinforce 3 SEL
Signature Practices,
CCAR Compass Tool
and principles and
problem-solving
during meetings that
levels up examination
of implicit bias and
establishing
opportunities for
courageous
conversations
honoring the staff
lived experience and

develop social, 
emotional and 
cognitive skills with 
supports 

● Engage students and
staff through service
provision, coaching
and collaboration in
welcoming students
into the virtual
learning
environment,
engaging pedagogy
and optimistic
closure to honor next
steps in the learning
journey.

● Staff will continue to
reinforce structures
for collaboration
problem-solving and
welcoming rituals
with students to be
reflective of staff and
student input in the
ongoing growth of a
classroom and school
community.

● Continued use of
DSES SEL calendars
for messaging and

● Students will be able
to apply with
teacher/staff
prompting of
routines and
structures that will be
utilized in the virtual
environment during
each classroom
lesson through
reflection in activities
(e.g. writing, drawing
a picture of the
activities, word
search, call a friend,
office hours
discussion, small
group breakout
sessions, etc.)

● Students will
participate in open
dialogues around
expectations and
there will be an initial
observation of
students
demonstrating
welcoming and
optimistic closure
with independence.
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

the intersectionality 
with instruction. 

● Virtual class meeting
drop-ins to allow for
participation,
progress monitoring
as an active
participant and to
support
conversations on the
examination of
implicit bias in
instruction.

● Develop a system for
continuous
monitoring of social
and emotional
wellness and student
learning embedded
with structures for
providing
differentiated
supports to students
in need.

● Develop a system for
continuous
monitoring of Social
Emotional Learning
and structures for
providing
differentiated

reference SEL 
activities to building 
into instruction. 

● Maintain and
reassign classroom
meeting jobs for the
class (e.g.
timekeeper,
attendance recorder,
chat monitor, etc.).
(See Conscious
Discipline One-Pager
for more ideas)

● Collaborative
planning using CCAR
and BCPS SEL 3
Signature Practices to
inform structures and
supports in
considerations
around the impact of
race and bias on
instructional planning

● Review student
progress and
effectiveness of
tiered supports put in
place.

● Use variety of
methods such as

● SEL activities aligned
to DSES SEL calendars
observed.

● 3 SEL Signature
Practices should be
observable for
welcoming, engaging
pedagogy and
optimistic closure

● Students
demonstrate the
successful use of the
chill area, using
mindfulness
strategies, and/or
requesting support
when they need to
speak with an adult.
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Week Goals Outcomes 
Administrator 

Actions 
Staff Actions Student Actions 

supports to students 
in need. 

● Progress monitoring
meeting with small
cohorts of staff as
well as students to
engage in
understanding what
is going well and
what is a challenge in
the virtual
environment to take
back to the
leadership team.

● Provide coaching
supports to ensure
staff are supported
with new
instructional
platforms and
environments.

● Determine if there
are teachers who are
struggling balancing
the academic
instruction and
social-emotional
support to students,
and who need more
support, either by the

choral responding, 
response cards, 
thumbs-up/ thumbs-
down to increase 
opportunities to 
respond and student 
engagement.  

● Provide specific
positive feedback
that is timely,
understandable, and
directly describes
what the response
was and why it was
expected or
appropriate.
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administrator or a 
mentor. 

● Consider expanding
new teacher
mentoring supports
and providing
ongoing PD to
support new learning.
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